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Abstract When formalizing proofs with proof assistants, it often happens that back-
ground knowledge about mathematical concepts is employed without the formalizer
explicitly requesting it. Such mechanisms are warranted in the context of discovery
because they can make prover sessions more efficient (less time searching the library)
and can compress proofs (the more knowledge that is implicitly available, the less
needs to be explicitly said by the formalizer). In the context of justification, though,
implicit knowledge may need to be made explicit. To study implicit knowledge in
proof assistants, one must first characterize what implicit knowledge should be made
explicit. Then, once a class of implicit background knowledge is identified, one needs
to determine how to extract it from proofs. When a class of implicit knowledge
is made explicit, we may then inquire to what extent the implicit knowledge is
needed for any particular proof; it often happens that proofs can be successful even
if some of the implicit knowledge is omitted. In this note we describe an experiment
conducted on the Mizar Mathematical Library (MML) of formal mathematical proofs
concerning a particular class of implicit background knowledge, namely, properties
of functions and relations (e.g., commutativity, asymmetry, etc.). In our experiment
we separate, for each theorem of the MML, the needed function and relation
properties from the unneeded ones. Special attention is paid to those function and
relation properties that are significant in discussions of foundations of mathematics.
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